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(54) WIRE HARNESS FOR VEHICLE

(57) One end of a wire harness (10) is configured to be capable of connecting to a superordinate body-system
electronic control unit (20), and an electronic circuit is installed in a connector (13) with a control function at the other
end. This electronic circuit is provided with a drive processor (16) for receiving a control signal for designating a lighting
status from the superordinate body-system electronic control unit (20), and outputting a drive pattern for driving a light
source. It is possible to adapt to changes in the configuration or specifications of an LED unit (31) containing a light
source merely by altering the electronic circuit within the wire harness (10), there is no need to alter the configuration
or action of the superordinate body-system electronic control unit (20), and development costs and component costs
can be reduced.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a vehicle wire
harness to be electrically connected to a control unit
mounded on a vehicle at one end and to be electrically
connected to one or more light sources at the other end
thereof.

Background Art

[0002] Conventionally, various pieces of electrical
equipment for lighting are mounted on a vehicle such as
a motor vehicle. For example, lamps such as a headlamp,
a position lamp, a stop lamp, a tail lamp, a turn signal
lamp and the like are mounted on the vehicle as electrical
equipment for illuminating the outside of the vehicle when
the vehicle travels. In addition, various lamps such as a
room lamp, an illumination lamp for illuminating various
pieces of onboard equipment such as an instrument pan-
el or the like, a decorative illumination lamp, an indicating
illumination lamp and the like are also installed in a pas-
senger compartment of the vehicle.
[0003] In general, various pieces of electrical equip-
ment like those described above are individually connect-
ed to a predetermined electronic control unit (ECU) by
way of wire harnesses that are disposed so as to pass
through relevant portions on a vehicle. Then, when the
electronic control unit detects an operation of a prede-
termined switch by the driver or when a predetermined
sensor detects a specific situation, the relevant electric
equipment for lighting is switched on or off.
[0004] For example, a system for controlling head-
lamps of a vehicle is disclosed in Patent Document 1. In
the system disclosed in Patent Document 1, a control
unit that incorporates therein a microcontroller is de-
scribed as switching on or off external lamps or generat-
ing various beam patterns by controlling luminance
brightness, aiming, focus and the like of the external
lamps based on various pieces of information acquired
from various types of sensors.
[0005] In an onboard LED lighting system disclosed in
Patent Document 2, a plurality of LED lamps that are
disposed at various locations within a passenger com-
partment are connected individually to a plurality of slave
electronic control units, and the plurality of slave control
units are connected to a common master electronic con-
trol unit by way of corresponding wire harnesses. In ad-
dition, a jumper switch is provided in connectors of the
wire harnesses.
[0006] In a vehicle lighting system disclosed in Patent
Document 3, a control device (a microcomputer) and an
emission light color control device are provided to control
light sources (R, G and B LEDs) that are incorporated in
a side rearview mirror. An illuminance sensor is connect-
ed to the control device, and a hazard switch and a turn
signal switch are connected to the emission light color

control device.

Prior Art Documents

Patent Documents

[0007]

Patent Document 1: JP-A-2007-45407
Patent Document 2: JP-A-2007-276671
Patent Document 3: JP-A-2015-71386

Summary of the Invention

Problem that the Invention is to Solve

[0008] Incidentally, in recent years, electrical equip-
ment for lighting mounted on a vehicle is diversified wide-
ly. In addition to the type of such electrical lighting equip-
ment itself, the form of lighting control also tends to be
modified variously to match, for example, model types or
grades of vehicles.
[0009] Specific examples of lighting controls will be de-
scribed below.

(1) In the case of a vehicle of an entry grade, in many
cases, lighting is switched on or off through a simple
switching operation.
(2) In the case of a vehicle of a middle grade, a control
pattern is often adopted in which light sources are
sequentially switched on or off, starting with one in
a central position.
(3) In the case of a vehicle of a high grade, for ex-
ample, as in Patent Document 3, in many cases,
exclusive electronic control units (ECUs) are con-
nected individually to corresponding pieces of elec-
trical equipment, so that specific lighting controls are
performed individually on the pieces of electrical
equipment.

[0010] However, the simple control described under
(1) above cannot produce lighting of a high grade. In ad-
dition, when the control described under (2) above is at-
tempted to be executed using a system adopting a stand-
ard communication line such as a controller area network
(CAN), since the number of channels in a data commu-
nication is limited, even in the case where electrical
equipment includes a number of light sources, the light
sources cannot be controlled independently by making
use of many channels. When the system described under
(3) above is adopted, since exclusive electronic control
units (ECUs) have to be developed for vehicles or pieces
of electrical equipment, it is not possible to suppress an
increase in development cost or parts cost.
[0011] In particular, in recent years, as disclosed in
Patent Document 2 and Patent Document 3, in many
cases, light emitting diodes (LEDs) are adopted as light
sources for various types of lighting. Further, there is a
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tendency in which the number of LED elements that make
up one piece of electrical equipment (a lamp) changes
or increases greatly as the grade of a vehicle gets higher.
In addition, in the case of electrical equipment that adopts
a bi-color or tri-color LED device, the color of light emitted
from the LED device needs to be controlled as required.
Thus, in relation to an electronic control unit (ECU) for
use in controlling electrical lighting equipment like this
electrical equipment described above, the configuration
of an output circuit (a driver) needs to be optimized or
exclusive software needs to developed in accordance
with a type of electrical equipment that makes up a light
source. Further, the electrical equipment needs to be
controlled so as to produce a feeling of high grade or
obtain illumination light of high quality by making full use
of the characteristics of the electrical equipment.
[0012] The invention has been made in view of the sit-
uations described above, and an object thereof is to pro-
vide a vehicle wire harness that is useful in making op-
erations of a control unit common for various types of
pieces of electrical equipment in configuring an onboard
system for controlling a piece of electrical equipment in-
cluding a light source.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0013] In order to achieve the object described above,
a vehicle wire harness according to the invention has
aspects described under (1) to (4) below.

(1) A vehicle wire harness that is connected electri-
cally to a control unit mounted on a vehicle at one
end and is connected electrically to one or more light
sources at the other end thereof, the vehicle wire
harness having:

a driver operation portion configured to receive
a control signal designating a lighting form for
the one or more light sources from the control
unit and output a drive pattern for driving the one
or more light sources, wherein
the driver operation portion is subordinate to the
control unit.

When an onboard lighting system is configured using
the vehicle wire harness according to (1) above, the
relation between the control signal that the control
unit outputs and the one or more light sources that
are connected to a downstream side of the vehicle
wire harness can be matched by the driver operation
portion in the interior of the vehicle wire harness.
Consequently, even in the case where the configu-
rations or specifications of the light sources connect-
ed change as the grade of a vehicle changes, the
change can be dealt with at the driver operation por-
tion. This enables the operations of the host control
unit to be made common for various different types

of pieces of electrical equipment (light sources) or
various different grades of a vehicle. Namely, the
necessity of changing the configuration or the con-
tents of processing of the control unit can be obviat-
ed, leading to a reduction in development cost of the
whole system or parts cost.
(2) The vehicle wire harness according to (1) above,
wherein the control unit makes up an electrical circuit
that is mounted on the vehicle, and wherein the one
end can detachably be attached to a connector of
the electrical circuit.
The vehicle wire harness according to (2) above can
detachably be attached to the control unit by the con-
nector at the one end thereof, and therefore, for ex-
ample, a plurality of vehicle wire harnesses of differ-
ent types can easily be replaced. Thus, a change in
type of electrical equipment (a light source) to be
connected or a change in grade of a vehicle can be
dealt with only by replacing one vehicle wire harness
with another vehicle wire harness.
(3) The vehicle wire harness according to (1) or (2)
above, including a storage portion configured to
store a controlling procedure corresponding to the
lighting form, wherein the driver operation portion
reads out from the storage portion the controlling pro-
cedure corresponding to the lighting form that the
driver operation portion has received to generate a
drive pattern in accordance with the controlling pro-
cedure.
According to the vehicle wire harness configured as
described under (3) above, the drive pattern that the
driver operation portion generates can be changed
only by changing the data of the controlling proce-
dure held in the storage portion. Thus, a change in
type of electrical equipment (a light source) to be
connected to the downstream side of the vehicle wire
harness or a change in grade of a vehicle can easily
be dealt with.
(4) The vehicle wire harness according to (3) above,
wherein the controlling procedure is a procedure of
controlling at least one of a lighting order, color ar-
rangement and luminance brightness of the one or
more light sources.

[0014] According to the vehicle wire harness config-
ured as described under (4) above, at least one of the
lighting order, color arrangement and luminance bright-
ness of the one or more light sources can be changed
only by changing the controlling procedure. Thus, a
change in type of electrical equipment (a light source) to
be connected to the downstream side of the vehicle wire
harness or a change in grade of a vehicle can easily be
dealt with.

Advantage of the Invention

[0015] When configuring an onboard system for con-
trolling electrical equipment including a light source, the
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vehicle wire harness of the invention is useful in making
operations of a control unit common for various types of
pieces of electrical equipment. Namely, the relation be-
tween the control unit that the control unit outputs and
the light source connected to the downstream side of the
vehicle wire harness can matched by the driver operation
portion in the interior of the vehicle wire harness. Thus,
even though the configuration or specification of the light
source to be connected changes as the grade of the ve-
hicle changes, the change can be dealt with by the driver
operation portion. This enables the operation of the host
control unit to be made common for various different
types of pieces of electrical equipment (light sources) or
various different grades of a vehicle. Namely, the neces-
sity of changing the configuration or the contents of
processing of the control unit can be obviated, leading
to a reduction in development cost of the whole system
or parts cost.
[0016] The invention has briefly been described here-
tofore. Further, the details of the invention will be made
clearer by perusing a mode for carrying out the invention
(hereinafter, referred to as "embodiments") that will be
described below by reference to accompanying draw-
ings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0017]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration example (1) of an onboard lighting system in-
cluding a vehicle wire harness of an embodiment of
the invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is an electrical circuit diagram showing
a configuration example of an LED unit that is includ-
ed in the onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration example (2) of an onboard lighting system in-
cluding a vehicle wire harness of another embodi-
ment of the invention.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration example (3) of an onboard lighting system in-
cluding a vehicle wire harness of a further embodi-
ment of the invention.

Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0018] Specific embodiments relating to the invention
will be described below by reference to the drawings.
[0019] Specific embodiments relating to vehicle wire
harnesses of the invention will described below by refer-
ence to the drawings.

(First Embodiment)

<Summary of Configuration Example of Onboard Light-
ing System>

[0020] Fig. 1 shows a configuration example (1) of an
onboard lighting system including a wire harness 10 of
an embodiment of the invention.
[0021] An onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 1 is
a system for controlling an LED unit 31 that is electrical
equipment for lighting and is made up of a body side
electronic control unit 20, the LED unit 31 and a wire
harness 10 that connects them together.
[0022] The LED unit 31 incorporates therein one or
more LEDs as a light source and is placed at a predeter-
mined location on a vehicle for use for any one of lighting
outside the vehicle, lighting inside the vehicle, lighting for
indicators and illumination. An actual configuration or
specification of the LED unit 31 possibly changes as the
grade of the vehicle on which the LED unit 31 is mounted
differs or the specification of the vehicle changes.
[0023] The body side EC unit (ECU) 20 is a host control
unit in charge of executing a user-oriented control on the
vehicle and includes an electrical circuit that is made up
mainly of a microcomputer. Thus, the body side EC unit
20 controls the LED unit 31 shown in Fig. 1 and other
pieces of electrical equipment. As shown in Fig. 1, this
body side EC unit 20 includes an information acquisition
portion 21, a lighting control portion 22, a low speed mul-
tiple communication interface (I/F) 23 and a connector
24.
[0024] The information acquisition portion 21 acquires
information representing various states of the vehicle that
are outputted from predetermined sensors, information
representing operated states of various switches and in-
formation representing states outside the vehicle that are
outputted from predetermined sensors and gives the ac-
quired pieces of information to the lighting control portion
22.
[0025] The lighting control portion 22 sends a control
signal for controlling the LED unit 31, which is a control
target, to the control target via the low speed multiple
communication interface 23 based on states represented
by various pieces of information that are inputted from
the information acquisition portion 21.
[0026] Specific examples of control signals that the
lighting control portion 22 sends to the LED unit 31 in-
clude a "command to start emitting red light or lighting a
red LED," a "command to start emitting blue light or light-
ing a blue LED," a "command to start emitting red light
and blue light or lighting the red LED and the blue LED"
and a "command to turn off the LEDs." In this embodi-
ment, the types of the control signals that the lighting
control portion 22 sends are made common for all grades
of a vehicle and all types of light sources.
[0027] Consequently, even though, for example, the
type or configuration of the LED unit 31 that is connected
to a downstream side of the wire harness 10 changes,
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the configuration or operation of the body side EC unit
20 does not have to be changed.
[0028] The low speed multiple communication inter-
face 23 includes a function necessary to execute a two-
way multiple data communication. However, an original
standard is adopted that reduces sufficiently a data com-
munication speed when compared with, for example, a
controller area network (CAN) that constitutes a commu-
nication standard for a vehicle.
[0029] The following advantages can be obtained by
reducing the communication speed.

(1) The low data communication speed makes it dif-
ficult for the low speed multiple communication in-
terface 23 to be affected by noise in a transmission
line.
(2) The limitation on the number of communication
channels that can be transmitted in one transmission
line is mitigated, thereby making it possible to in-
crease the number of pieces of electric equipment
that can be connected thereto.

[0030] The wire harness 10 shown in Fig. 1 includes
an electric wire assembly 11, a connector 12 that is con-
nected to one end side and a connector with controller
13 that is connected to the other end side thereof. The
connector 12 on the one end side of the wire harness 10
is connected with a connector 24 of the body side EC
unit 20, and the connector with controller 13 on the other
end side thereof is connected with the LED unit 31 via a
sub harness 32.
[0031] In the example shown in Fig. 1, the electric wire
assembly 11 is made up of three electric wires of a power
source wire 11a, an earth wire 11b and a communication
wire 11c.
[0032] The connector with controller 13 connected to
the other end side of the wire harness 10 means a special
connector that incorporates therein an electronic circuit.
Although the details of the connector with controller 13
will be described later, the electronic circuit inside the
connector with controller 13 includes a data communica-
tion function and a control function that is subordinate to
the body side EC unit 20. Thus, the electronic circuit has
the functions necessary to control the LED unit 31.
[0033] In this embodiment, the configuration of the
electronic circuit of the connector with controller 13 of the
wire harness 10 possibly changes as the configuration
or specification of the LED unit 31 connected thereto
changes. For example, in the case where the LED unit
31 changes as the model line or grade of the vehicle
changes, the wire harness 10 can be replaced with a wire
harness 10 of a different type that corresponds to the
change.

<Configuration Example of LED Unit 31>

[0034] Fig. 2 shows a configuration example of the LED
unit 31 included in the onboard lighting system shown in

Fig. 1.
[0035] The LED unit 31 shown in Fig. 2 includes a mul-
tiplicity of LED devices 35(1), 35(2), 35(3), 35(4), ... that
can be controlled independently. The number of LED de-
vices 35 possibly changes as the specification of the LED
unit 31 changes.
[0036] In addition, the LED devices 35(1), 35(2), 35(3),
35(4), ... shown in Fig. 2 each constitute a light source
that incorporates LED elements of three colors of red (R),
green (G) and blue (B) and can be controlled in relation
to a color of light emitted therefrom.
[0037] Depending on the specification of the LED unit
31, there may be a case where a light source incorporat-
ing LED elements of any two colors of the three colors
is used as the LED device 35 or there may be a case
where a light source incorporating an LED element of
any one of the three colors is used as the LED device 35.
[0038] In the LED unit 31 shown in Fig. 2, positive elec-
trode sides of the LED devices 35 are connected to a
terminal 36 and negative electrode sides of the LED de-
vices 35 are connected to a terminal group 37. The ter-
minal 36 and the terminal group 37 are connected to the
connector with controller 13 of the wire harness 10 by
way of the connector 32a of the sub harness 32 shown
in Fig. 1.

<Description of Connector with controller 13>

[0039] As shown in Fig. 1, the electronic circuit provid-
ed in the interior of the connector with controller 13 in-
cludes a low speed multiple communication interface 14,
a decoder 15, a driver operation portion 16, a fade pattern
recording portion 17A, a color arrangement map record-
ing portion 17B, an encoder 18 and an LED driver 19.
[0040] The low speed multiple communication inter-
face 14 includes a function necessary to execute a two-
way multiple data communication. Additionally, similar to
the low speed multiple communication interface 23, the
low speed multiple communication interface 14 adopts
an original standard and executes a data communication
at a lower speed than the speed at which a data commu-
nication is executed using the CAN standard.
[0041] The decoder 15 converts serial data that the
low speed multiple communication interface 14 receives
into parallel data that the driver operation portion 16 can
process. The encoder 18 converts the parallel data that
the driver operation portion 16 sends into serial data that
the low speed multiple communication interface 14 can
send.
[0042] The driver operation portion 16 is made up of a
microcomputer and realizes various types of processing
by executing a program incorporated in an interior there-
of. Namely, the driver operation portion 16 shown in Fig.
1 includes functions of fade processing 16a, interlocking
processing of Bi-Color LED, Tri-color LED 16b, cooper-
ative processing of plural LEDs 16c, color matching cor-
rection processing 16d and diagnosis 16e.
[0043] In a state transition occurring when the LED unit
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31 is switched on or off in accordance with an instruction
from the body side EC unit 20, the fade processing 16a
determines on the brightness of a light source or a color
changing speed.
[0044] In the case where the LED devices of the LED
unit 31 each include both a Bi-Color LED and a Tri-Color
LED, the interlocking processing of Bi-Color LED, Tri-
color LED 16b controls a timing at which these LEDs
operate in an interlocked fashion or a change in color or
brightness that is realized by the interlocked operation
of the LEDs.
[0045] In the case where the LED unit 31 includes a
plurality of LED devices, when the LED unit 31 is switched
on or off, the cooperative processing of plural LEDs 16c
controls an order in which the LEDs of the LED unit 31
are switched on or off or a speed at which the LED devices
are switched on or off.
[0046] The color matching correction processing 16d
executes an automatic correction to obtain, for example,
a specific color developing characteristic of each of the
LED devices of the LED unit 31 or a desired lighting color
in consideration of a driving environment.
[0047] The diagnosis 16e diagnoses whether or not
the electronic circuit in the connector with controller 13
or the LED unit 31 connected thereto operates properly.
The results of the diagnosis are sent to the body side EC
unit 20 via the encoder 18 and the low speed multiple
communication interface 14.
[0048] The fade pattern recording portion 17A is a non-
volatile memory and records therein a control procedure
for use in switching on or off the LED unit 31. The fade
pattern recording portion 17A records therein, for exam-
ple, an order in which the cooperative processing of plural
LEDs 16c switches on or off the plurality of LED devices
of the LED unit 31 or data representing a color arrange-
ment or luminance brightness of the LED unit 31 that the
fade processing 16a changes as a control procedure.
[0049] The color arrangement map recording portion
17B is a non-volatile memory and records therein data
on combinations of duty ratios necessary to obtain de-
sired color arrangements when controlling energization
duties of LEDs of a plurality of colors at the same time.
[0050] The driver operation portion 16 acquires nec-
essary data from the fade pattern recording portion 17A
and the color arrangement map recording portion 17B to
thereby generate a signal necessary to make the LED
unit 31 operate in a desired pattern that is determined in
advance.
[0051] The LED driver 19 incorporates a multiplicity of
switching elements (transistors or the like) for switching
on or off the energization of the individual LED elements
or the smallest control units of the LED unit 31 to which
the LED driver 19 is connected. The driver operation por-
tion 16 outputs a pulse signal for switching on or off the
switching elements individually.
[0052] For example, an average value of an electric
current that flows to the LED elements can be controlled
by repeating switching on and off of the individual switch-

ing elements in the LED driver 19 by the use of a pulse
signal that appears repeatedly in a constant cycle. For
example, when the energization of three R (red), G
(green) and B (blue) LED elements is controlled individ-
ually by the LED driver 19, lighting colors of various hues
can be obtained by a combination of a duty ratio at which
the R color is switched on and off, a duty ratio at which
the G color is switched on and off and a duty ratio at
which the B color is switched on and off. Additionally, the
luminance brightness of light can be changed by control-
ling an overall duty ratio f the R, G and B colors.

<Specific Examples Corresponding to Changes in Model 
Line, Grade and Specification>

[0053] For example, the internal configuration of the
LED unit 31 changes as a model line, grade and speci-
fication of a vehicle differ and change. For example, in
the example shown in Fig. 2, the LED devices 35 each
include the LED elements of the three colors. However,
there is the possibility that the LED device 35 is changed
to be made up of LED elements of any two colors of the
three colors or to be made up of an LED element of any
one of the three colors . In addition, the number of LED
devices 35 that are incorporated in the LED unit 31 is
changed as required. There is also the possibility that
the specification of each LED device 35 in terms of elec-
tric current characteristic or color developing character-
istic is changed.
[0054] In the case where the number of terminals of
the terminal group 37 changes as the number of LED
devices 35 changes or the type of the LED device 35
changes, an appropriate control to match the configura-
tion of the LED unit 31 can be enabled by changing the
number of switching elements incorporated in the LED
driver 19 of the connector with controller 13, and further
by rewriting the contents of the data recorded in the fade
pattern recording portion 17A and the color arrangement
map recording portion 17B.
[0055] Namely, the operational specification of the
body side EC unit 20 is fixed or is made common and
hence does not have to be changed. Thus, a difference
in model line, a difference in grade or a change in spec-
ification of a vehicle can be dealt with only by changing
the configuration and operation of the electronic circuit
that is incorporated in the connector with controller 13.
Consequently, onboard lighting systems of various spec-
ifications can be configured, for example, only by replac-
ing a wire harness 10 and an LED unit 31 of one type
that are mounted on one vehicle with a wire harness 10
and an LED unit 31 of another type that are mounted on
another vehicle.

(Second Embodiment)

[0056] Fig. 3 shows a configuration example (2) of an
onboard lighting system including a vehicle wire harness
of a second embodiment of the invention. An onboard
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lighting system shown in Fig. 3 is a modified example
made to the onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 1.
Thus, in Fig. 3, like reference numerals will be given to
like elements to those shown in Fig. 1.
[0057] In the onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 3,
five LED units 31(1), 31(2), 31(3), 31(4) and 31(5) are
connected individually to a body side EC unit 20 by a
wire harness 10B.
[0058] In the wire harness 10B, a connector 12 is con-
nected to one end side of an electric wire assembly 11B
and the other end side of the electric wire assembly 11B
is divided into five lines, and connectors with controller
13(1), 13(2), 13(3), 13(4) and 13 (5) are connected indi-
vidually to end portions of the divided lines of the electric
wire assembly 11B.
[0059] The connector 12 at one end side of the wire
harness 10B is connected to a connector 24 of the body
side EC unit 20. Additionally, the five connectors with
controller 13(1), 13(2), 13(3), 13(4) and 13(5) are con-
nected individually to the LED units 31(1), 31(2), 31(3),
31(4) and 31(5) via sub harnesses 32(1), 32(2), 32(3),
32(4) and 32(5), respectively.
[0060] Here, respective configurations of the LED units
31(1), 31(2), 31(3), 31(4) and 31(5) change as a model
line, grade and specification of a vehicle differ and
change. Respective configurations of electronic circuits
incorporated in the five connectors with controller 13(1),
13(2), 13(3), 13(4) and 13(5) are similar to those shown
in Fig. 1. However, internal configurations of LED drivers
19 and contents of data recorded in face pattern record-
ing portions 17A and color arrangement map recording
portions 17B are changed as required to match the con-
figurations and specifications of the corresponding LED
units 31(1) to 31(5).
[0061] The number of connectors with controller 13(1)
to 13(5) that are connected to the electric wire assembly
11B can be increased as required. Namely, a multiple
data communication is executed at low speeds between
the body side EC unit 20 and the electronic circuits in the
connectors with controller 13, and therefore, a limitation
imposed on the number of channels of a signal carried
by a single communication wire 11c is mitigated, thereby
making it possible to connect the multiplicity of connec-
tors with controller 13 to the common electric wire as-
sembly 11B. This can also increase the number of LED
units 31 that can be connected to a single onboard light-
ing system.

(Third Embodiment)

[0062] Fig. 4 shows a configuration example (3) of an
onboard lighting system including a vehicle wire harness
of a third embodiment of the invention. An onboard light-
ing system shown in Fig. 4 is a modified example made
to the onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 1. Thus, in
Fig. 4, like reference numerals will be given to like ele-
ments to those shown in Fig. 1.
[0063] In the onboard lighting system shown in Fig. 4,

five LED units 31(1), 31(2), 31(3), 31(4) and 31(5) are
connected individually to a body side EC unit 20 by a
wire harness 10C.
[0064] In the wire harness 10C, a connector 12 is con-
nected to one end side of an electric wire assembly 11C,
and a connector with controller 13(1) is connected to the
other end of the electric wire assembly 11C. Then, one
end side of an electric wire assembly 11D is connected
to a branch point situated in a halfway position of the
electric wire assembly 11C, and a connector with con-
troller 13(2) is connected to the other end side of the
electric wire assembly 11D. One end side of an electric
wire assembly 11E is connected to a branch point situ-
ated in a halfway position of the electric wire assembly
11D, and a connector with controller 13(3) is connected
to the other end side of the electric wire assembly 11E.
Further, one end side of an electric wire assembly 11F
is connected to a branch point situated in a halfway po-
sition of the electric wire assembly 11E, and a connector
with controller 13(4) is connected to the other end side
of the electric wire assembly 11F. Additionally, one end
side of an electric wire assembly 11G is connected to a
branch point situated in a halfway position of the electric
wire assembly 11F, and a connector with controller 13
(5) is connected to the other end of the electric wire as-
sembly 11G.
[0065] The connector 12 at one end side of the wire
harness 10C is connected to a connector 24 of the body
side EC unit 20. The five connectors with controller 13(1),
13(2), 13(3), 13(4) and 13(5) are connected individually
to the LED units 31(1), 31(2), 31(3), 31(4) and 31(5) via
sub harnesses 32(1), 32(2), 32(3), 32(4) and 32(5), re-
spectively.
[0066] Here, respective configurations of the LED units
31(1), 31(2), 31(3), 31(4) and 31(5) change as a model
line, grade and specification of a vehicle differ and
change. Respective configurations of electronic circuits
incorporated in the five connectors with controller 13(1),
13(2), 13(3), 13(4) and 13(5) are similar to those showing
Fig. 1. However, internal configurations of LED drivers
19 and contents of data recorded in fade pattern record-
ing portions 17A and color arrangement map recording
portions 17B are changed as required to match the con-
figurations and specifications of the corresponding LED
units 31(1) to 31(5).
[0067] The number of connectors with controller 13(1)
to 13(5) that are connected to the electric wire assemblies
11C to 11G can be increased as required. Namely, a
multiple data communication is executed at low speeds
between the body side EC unit 20 and the electronic cir-
cuits in the connectors with controller 13, and therefore,
a limitation imposed on the number of channels of a signal
carried by a single communication wire 11c is mitigated,
thereby making it possible to connect the multiplicity of
connectors with controller 13 to the common electric wire
assembly 11C. This can also increase the number of LED
units 31 that can be connected to a single onboard light-
ing system.
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[0068] With the wire harness 11C that does not include,
for example, the electric wire assembly 11G shown in
Fig. 4 mounted in advance on the vehicle, an electric wire
assembly 11G is retrofitted to a desired branch point sit-
uated in a desired position on the electric wire assembly
11F, thereby making it possible to increase the number
of connectors with controller 13 and the number of LED
units 31 to be connected thereto.
[0069] Here, the characteristics of the embodiments of
the vehicle wire harnesses according to the invention de-
scribed heretofore will be summarized briefly under [1]
to [4] below.

[1] The vehicle wire harness (the wire harness 10,
10B, 10C) that is connected electrically to the control
unit (the body side EC unit 20) mounted on a vehicle
at one end and is connected electrically to one or
more light sources (the LED unit 31) at the other end
thereof, the vehicle wire harness having:

the driver operation portion (16) configured to
receive the control signal designating the light-
ing form for the one or more light sources from
the control unit and output the drive pattern for
driving the one or more light sources, wherein
the driver operation portion is subordinate to the
control unit.

[2] The vehicle wire harness according to [1] above,
wherein the control unit makes up the electrical cir-
cuit that is mounted on the vehicle, and wherein the
one end (the connector 12) can detachably be at-
tached to the connector (24) of the electrical circuit.
[3] The vehicle wire harness according to [1] or [2]
above, including the storage portion (the fade pattern
recording portion 17A, the color arrangement map
recording portion 17B) configured to store the con-
trolling procedure corresponding to the lighting form,
wherein the driver operation portion (16) reads out
the controlling procedure corresponding to the light-
ing form that the driver operation portion has re-
ceived to generate the drive pattern in accordance
with the controlling procedure.
[4] The vehicle wire harness according to [3] above,
wherein the controlling procedure is a procedure of
controlling at least one of a lighting order, color ar-
rangement and luminance brightness of the one or
more light sources.

[0070] While the invention has been described in detail
or by reference to the specific embodiments, it is obvious
to those skilled in the art to which the invention pertains
that various alterations or modifications can be made
thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention.
[0071] This patent application is based on Japanese
Patent Application (No. 2015-191705) filed on Septem-
ber 29, 2015, the contents of which are incorporated

herein by reference.

Industrial Applicability

[0072] According to the invention, in configuring an on-
board system for controlling electrical equipment includ-
ing a light source, the vehicle wire can be provided ad-
vantageously which is useful in making the operation of
the control unit common for various types of electrical
equipment. The invention providing the advantage is use-
ful when applied to a vehicle wire harness that is electri-
cally connected to a control unit mounted on a vehicle at
one end and is electrically connected to one or more light
sources at the other end thereof.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0073]

10, 10B, 10C Wire harness
11, 11B, 11C, 11D, 11E, 11F, 11G Electric wire as-
sembly
11a Electric wire
11b Earth wire
11c Communication wire
12, 24, 32a Connector
13 Connector with controller
13a Terminal portion
14, 23 Low speed multiple communication interface
15 Decoder
16 Driver operation portion
16a Fade processing
16b Interlocking processing of Bi-Color LED Tri-color
LED
16c Cooperative processing of plural LEDs
16d Color matching correction processing
16e Diagnosis
17A Fade pattern recording portion
17B Color arrangement map recording portion
18 Encoder
19 LED driver
20 Body side EC unit
21 Information acquisition portion
22 Lighting control portion
31 LED unit
32 Sub harness
35 LED device
36 Terminal
37 Terminal group

Claims

1. A vehicle wire harness including one end to be elec-
trically connected to a control unit mounted on a ve-
hicle and the other end to be electrically connected
to one or more light sources, the vehicle wire harness
comprising:
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a driver operation portion configured to receive
a control signal designating a lighting form for
the one or more light sources from the control
unit and to output a drive pattern for driving the
one or more light sources,
wherein the driver operation portion is subordi-
nate to the control unit.

2. The vehicle wire harness according to Claim 1,
wherein the control unit configures an electrical cir-
cuit mounted on the vehicle, and
wherein the one end is to be detachably attached to
a connector of the electrical circuit.

3. The vehicle wire harness according to Claim 1 or 2,
further comprising:

a storage portion that stores a controlling pro-
cedure corresponding to the lighting form,
wherein the driver operation portion is config-
ured to read out from the storage portion the
controlling procedure corresponding to the light-
ing form that the driver operation portion re-
ceived and to generate a drive pattern in accord-
ance with the controlling procedure.

4. The vehicle wire harness according to Claim 3,
wherein the controlling procedure is a procedure of
controlling at least one of a lighting order, color ar-
rangement and luminance brightness of the one or
more light sources.
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